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The Audi SQ5



Add your own personal touch and choose between 3 optional taillight signature designs 
that have been enhanced to create new lighting scenarios thanks to Audi’s impressive OLED 
technology. An expression of you these signature taillights adapt automatically to your 
driving mode. Bring your performance to life in the new, radiant all round, Audi SQ5. 

S stands for Signature



With a turbo engine where absolute 
power erupts, it takes you from 
0-100 km/h in 4.9 seconds. This 
SUV means business. Combined 
with 8-speed Tiptronic and standard 
quattro permanent all-wheel 
drive, you can master a wide range 
of driving conditions in the new, 
emphasis on the S.

S stands for 
Sporty

A driving experience for the future, 
the Audi SQ5 has a fully digital virtual 
cockpit to maximize driver control and 
enjoyment. Two screens in the center 
console respond to touch or voice 
recognition when activating driver aids 
such as the MMI navigation plus and 
state-of-the-art infotainment system. 
It’s high-tech heaven!

The S in 
SUV



With a design that’s reflection of 
perfection, emphasizing the sporty 
dynamics and confident performance 
of a sporty SUV, you’re sure to turn 
heads. Upgrade your everyday with 
comfortable sport seats that comes in 
fine Nappa leather and S embossing 
with the new, make a visual statement, 
Audi SQ5.

S stands for 
Stylish



Mileage

Top speed

Acceleration 0-100 km 

250 km / h

4.9 s

Engine

Engine type
6-cylinder petrol with turbo-charging and

Mild Hybrid Electric Vehicle technology (MHEV)

Engine management Fully electronic petrol

Power

Displacement 2995 cm3

Maximum power 260 kW (354 hp) at 3800 - 3950 rpm

Max. torque 500 / 1370-4500 rpm

Power transmission

Drive Type Permanent quattro all-wheel drive with self-locking center differential

Clutch Hydraulic torque converter with lock-up clutch

Transmission type 8-speed tiptronic 

Technical specifications

Configure your Audi SQ5

An irresistible combination of performance, design, and appointment. 
The Audi SQ5 is geared for adventure.



Exterior

Custom paint finishes in a wide range of colors, from neutrals to 
rainbow shades. Make your SQ5 as unique and unforgettable as you 
with Audi exclusive.

Audi exclusive
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For more exterior color options, 
Configure your Audi SQ5
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1. District green, metallic
2. Florett silver, metallic
3. Dragon orange, metallic
4. Chronos gray, metallic
5. Ultra blue, metallic
6. Navarra blue, metallic
7. Myth black, metallic
8. Glacier white, metallic
9. Daytona gray, pearl
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Interior

Wheels

21”

20”

Fine Nappa leather with embossed “S” available in black, 
Rock gray,  Magma red or Rotor gray

Microfiber and leather combination with contrasting stitching  
available in Black

Configure your Audi SQ5



Audi Genuine Accessories turn your luxury SUV into an absolute sport star. 

Accessories

Configure your Audi SQ5

The high-gloss black Audi rings 
provide a particularly striking 
alluring design element for the 
front  and rear of the model.

The exterior mirror housings in 
high-quality carbon set a visual 
accent.

Roof carrier of powder-coated, 
aerodynamically formed aluminum 
profile with plastic mounting 
elements.

The premium textile floor mats are 
perfectly shaped to fit the floor 
of the vehicle and are tailored to 
match its interior. Available for the 
front and rear.



A word about this brochure. Audi Middle East believes the specifications in this brochure to be correct at the time of launch. However, specifications, 

standard equipment, options, fabrics, and colors are subject to change without notice. Some equipment may be unavailable when your vehicle is built. 

Please ask your dealer for advice concerning current availability of standard and optional equipment, and your dealer will verify that your vehicle will 

include the equipment you ordered. Vehicles in this brochure are shown with optional equipment. See your dealer for complete details on all warranties, 

service and maintenance plans and aftersales programmes on offer in your region. 
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The S is what you make it.


